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ACCELERATE YOUR HEDGE FUND’S SUCCESS 
 
In relieving barriers to entry for emerging managers and offering support to established 
managers for growth, Victory Bull has achieved recognition in the Hedge Fund space with its 
turnkey solutions. 
 
The market for turnkey solutions in finance is one of continuous and growing demand, especially for 
emerging managers looking to launch a hedge fund or raise assets, grow and scale up. High upfront 
costs, lengthy approval processes without certainty and arduous investor searches are just some of 
the obstacles many managers are faced with. Victory Bull Investment Management (“Victory Bull”), 
the Global platform, not only aims to be the answer to these needs and requirements but has also 
managed to quickly establish its name as the leading service provider in this space. 
 
 
An experienced team, good history and outperformance does not necessarily result in allocations. 
Having a successful fund amongst countless others and a growing number of various investment 
products on the market can make finding an investor the most taxing of challenges, even for the most 
persistent of managers. Moreover, strict risk parameters, exclusive allocations and firm criteria are all 
forcing managers to seek other means of scalability.  
 
With Victory Bull always seeking to innovate and stay ahead of the curve, we have designed a more 
supportive approach to the traditional first loss model. Most first loss providers offer the managed 
account function, which although accommodating in the short term, has limited benefits long term. 
The Victory Bull concept is unique and offers a service by which it aims to grow with managers by 
investing directly in funds that choose to operate under its platform.  
 
Victory Bull offers round-the-clock customer service to its worldwide client base and has a focused 
team of professionals delivering expert advice across all areas of the hedge fund industry. With speed, 
agility, innovation and accessibility being at the forefront of the firm’s thesis, VB aims to be the 
platform of choice for any manager seeking top quality service and support. 
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